Semantics is the meaning expressed by various languages and the study of meaning. Human society co-evolves with diverse semantic spaces holding commonsense, culture, and knowledge of sciences and technologies.
INTRODUCTION
Before the emergence of symbolic languages, people perceive nature phenomenon and behaviors, and communicate with each other via analogue signal. Semantics generates and develops with the transformations from perception to concepts, from concepts to relations, from relations to reasoning and metaphor, and from reputation to biological behaviors like emotion in and through brains.
People create, understand and use semantics in various ways.
Musicians use musical notes to record their feeling, emotion and thinking on the nature and society. Isolated musical notes are meaningless, but meaning comes when musical notes are composed in various tuneful ways. People can enjoy the melody and understand author's meaning only when it is being played (explained) by artists with appropriate musical instruments. A melody does not express exact meaning while it expresses an abstract artistic conception or the author's emotion. Musicians' creative and explanation ability plays the key role.
Writers express meaning in articles or novels by using symbolic languages through context. In the same language, readers understand the meaning of the scenario and contents in text. Translators explain the semantics of one language in another language.
Mathematicians use symbols, relations, number and formulations to exactly express abstract knowledge and theory. Each branch is based on a set of basic concepts and axioms. Professionals understand formal semantics with the basic axioms and concepts like the point, line, surface and solid in Geometry.
Engineers develop models for solving real-world problems. Professionals can understand and use these models by standardized interfaces and specifications!a description of the semantics of models.
The invention of computer makes it possible for human to automatically process number and symbol, and simulate processes in applications. The emergence of databases facilitates the management of large amount of data in various domains. The relational data model uses relational algebra as the normal semantics to organize data to ensure the correctness of data operations [10] . The invention of network enables people to communicate with each other via symbolic language across regions.
To exactly express semantics, people use qualifiers like adjectives, articles and adverbs together with noun and verb. This helps people but increases the difficulty for computers to accurately process detailed semantics. Efforts have been made to enable computers to capture and understand general semantics in text [2, 17] . Background knowledge and context information help improve the effectiveness of capturing and understanding semantics.
Scientists have studied the semantics in natural languages and programming languages in symbol space [11, 21, 24] , used symbolized or numerical approaches to represent semantics [22, 27] , developed meta-languages to define semantics based on atomic concepts and primitive semantics (e.g., UML, the graphical semantic modeling tools for specifying software [18] ), invented many approaches to codify the semantics that reflects knowledge and supports automatic reasoning [20, 22] , adopted statistical approaches to discover rules in large data set (hidden semantics) [16, 23] , and created markup languages and domain ontological mechanisms to make machine-understandable Web semantics [6, 28] .
The invention of the Internet and the World Wide Web enable people to conveniently communicate with each other in email and in friendly webpage based on TCP/IP and HTML protocols [4] . Scientists are making efforts toward the Semantic Web for supporting advanced applications [6] . Ontologies and various markup languages like RDF (Resource Description Framework and OWL (Web Ontology Language) have been proposed to enable machine-understandable semantics (www.w3.org/TR). In the online lexical reference system WordNet (http://wordnet.princeton.edu/), nouns, verbs, adjectives and adverbs are organized into synonym sets, each representing one underlying lexical concept.
The Grid and P2P computing represent human's aspirations on an optimized (by scheduling) and autonomous interconnection environment [5, 14] . To support intelligent applications, both need a semantic overlay. It is a natural idea to extend the traditional index approaches to distributed networks. Some index approaches that help establish such a semantic overlay on one aspect or another have been proposed [1, 34] . The Semantic Link Network (SLN) model was proposed as the semantic overlay of the Knowledge Grid [31] , and further applied to P2P data management [35] . The SLN aims at a complete solution based on an algebra model. An autonomous Semantic Link Network model was suggested to support intelligent applications [33] . As the basis for service discovery and integration, semantics will play more important role in the service-oriented computing [15] .
Currently, semantics has become the basis for generating, sharing and evolving the context in ubiquitous computing environment [9, 30, 32] . Understanding the multi-models of human-computer interactions needs to study the semantics that people have never met before the creation of modern computer and network [25] .
Semantics comes from the interaction between subjects in society so it is relevant to culture. Research has shown relationship among public information, culture evolution and biological evolution [13] .
Semantics concerns many fields, it is hard for researchers from different fields to reach the consensus on the key issue of semantics. Here focuses on the semantic issue of the virtual society in the future interconnection environment, and explores its principles and rules.
SEMANTIC COMPUTING ENVIRONMENT
People used the human-understandable semantics (natural language or sketch) to describe real-world and communicate with each other but they have to use machine language to perform computing.
People have developed semantic description approaches like ER model [8] to model real-world and developed methodologies to ensure the developed computing system to really solve real-world problems by correctly interacting with users.
In centralized computing era, the formula "program=data structure + algorithm" separates data structure from algorithm and pushes the development of data structure and algorithm. It actually defines a semantic space for computing. Various data structures reflect the static semantics between data [19] . Programming experienced the development from procedural to structural, to functional, and to object-oriented programming for clear and powerful semantic computing.
In object-oriented modeling and methodology [7] , everything is object, objects belong to class, and new classes are generated by inheriting from existing classes. Object-orientation methodology is an attempt to unify the semantics in real-world and the semantics in computing world.
Establishing various distributed indexes for resources in decentralized network is the way to establish the primitive semantics in large-scale decentralized network. The semantic space of interconnection environment is a large-scale computing environment as follows:
Semantic computing environment = macro self-organized semantic communities + micro autonomous services.
A semantic computing environment consists of multiple semantic communities. Resources are tightly related with each other within community, but are loosely related across communities. Services can actively find requirements and opportunities for survival or reputation. Semantic communities are not static. They keep evolving with the interaction between subjects that provide with services.
Evaluation approaches are needed to assess the status and development trend of semantic communities, services and the whole computing environment.
In the future interconnection environment, services and resources can be unified under the same resource model like the soft-device model suggested in [36] .
AUTONOMY OF SEMANTICS
Semantics is subjective as it is relevant to individual. It is also objective as it belongs to a society once it is externalized, confirmed by peers and published in some media. Semantics evolves with the evolution of the society. For knowing, sharing and reasoning, semantics interacts with: ontology -the concepts and their relationships in a particular domain; epistemology -the methodology of understanding and individual difference in understanding [31] ; knowledge -the concepts, rules, axioms, methods (including process and model) and theory; and, culture -the products of human thought and behavior in particular times. Ontology and epistemology coevolve with individual knowledge, with their communities and society, as well as with objective culture carriers.
Semantics is generated in and evolves with the interaction among semantic spaces, subject spaces, and objective resource spaces as shown in Figure 1 . Using relevant epistemology and knowledge with ontology and culture, individual subjects externalize semantics from the personal semantic space into the community semantic space, and then into the public semantic space. They can also internalize semantics from the community or public semantic spaces into the personal semantic space. The internalization and externalization of semantics is the process of explaining semantics of one semantic space in another space.
To ensure the diversity in a semantic system, different and even contradict semantic explanations are necessary to co-exist. The explanation of the differences also reflects culture. The evolution of ontology, epistemology, knowledge and culture leads to diversity and polymorphism of semantics. Human explanation ability reflects cognitive ability [3] . Semantics is the basis of meaningful interaction. To reflect cognitive and psychological characteristics of semantics [3, 29] , we use an explanation function " in modeling interaction semantics. Given an input r, " generates a semantic explanation S(r)="(r). Here r can be texts, images, sound, various structures and even some forms of semantic expressions.
Characteristic.
A semantic explanation function keeps consistency on its explanations. So to input its output generates the same output, that is, "(r)="(" (r)).
An interaction semantic mechanism at least consists of two subjects A and B as shown in Figure 2 . If A's explanation on input r is understandable by B only when A understands B's output, and B's explanation on input r' is understandable by A only when B understands A's output. So the basic interaction semantic model shown in figure 2 can be described by:
S(r)="(r, S(r')), and S(r')="'(r', S(r)), i.e.,

S(r)="(r, "'(r', S(r))).
An interaction semantic base ISB(A!B) exists in a satisfied communication between A and B if above formula holds for a sequence of inputs <r 1 , r 2 , …, r n > on a topic. ISB(A!B) is a kind of ontology specific to A and B. It is the mutual understanding basis for communicating between A and B.
An interaction semantic mechanism should be able to generate an appropriate base for explaining input from multiple interaction semantic bases according to input. In this interaction semantic model, A knows that B understands its explanation only when B sends the explanation on A's output back to A. It is an important issue for the third party to know whether A and B understand each other without previously interacting with them. For pure explanation, if subjects A and B share the same interaction semantics, and there exists a relation l between inputs r and r', then l also exists between S(r) and S(r'). But this is not true when explanation function involves in creative work like composing research papers. Figure 3 shows an indirect semantic interaction model. Subject A inputs r and then outputs S(r), B inputs S(r) and r' and then outputs S(r'). If S(r') links to S(r) with semantic relation l by B, then B understands A. Therefore, A and B can be grouped into the same semantic community. An example of this model is that author B's publication S(r') cites author A's publication S(r), then B understands A's output, and they can be grouped into the same research community (l is citation relation in this example). Subjects interact with each other in a small-world of large-scale society as a subject frequently interacts with closely related subjects. Semantic interaction carries out within a community {A 1 , …, A n } by the following two paradigms:
, which ensures that the explanation of each subject could be understood by any subject of the community.
(2) P2P interaction semantic base ISB(A 1 !A 2 !%!A n ). This interaction paradigm deploys interaction semantic bases onto P2P network. Each subject only interacts with its neighbors, and each keeps the ISB for neighbors. It not only reserves the advantage of P2P computing but also enables intelligent applications over P2P network because the distributed interaction semantic bases make intelligent interactions between peers.
Different from the approaches establishing the static semantic relationships over P2P network, the P2P interaction semantic bases help peers understand the semantics in the interaction content and in its own resources.
An issue we need to consider: how is the structure of ISB? Human's explanation ability depends on its knowledge and epistemology as well as the culture background and the ontology of its community. So ISB consists of ontology O, epistemology E, knowledge K, culture C, and a set of operations OP on them for maintenance and interaction, denoted as ISB({O, E, K, C}, OP), in simple ISB.
Using different semantic interaction base, a semantic explanation function could generate different semantics for the same input.
EVOLVING SEMANTICS IN THE EVOLVING INTERCONNECTION ENVIRONMENT
The Evolving Semantics
The semantics of natural languages have evolved for thousands of years with the development of communication in human society. They carry and exhibit culture and knowledge of specific community and nation due to the region limitation of human activities in their major formation phase. People with different explanation abilities imply different levels of using and understanding semantics.
The study of programming languages' semantics is to avoid the misunderstanding between cooperative programmers during development, between program and computer during execution, and between programmers and maintainers. Human can understand complex informal semantics behind texts, images and signals, but machines rely on more formal semantics.
Semantics evolves under some constraints: the public/community semantic space evolves with the evolution of common part of all community/personal semantic spaces. When most community semantic spaces change, individuals in the unchanged community can learn from these changes in other communities and update their community semantic spaces to drive evolution. Figure 4 depicts the evolution and transformation of semantics.
The interconnection semantics is the result of interaction among resources in the interconnection environment, among various semantic spaces, and among subjects in different regions and nations via resources. It is formed with the evolution of the interconnection environment. The participation of subjects from different culture and versatile machines require the explanation across semantic spaces and push the fusion of various cultures. 
The Evolving Interconnection Environment
Telephone and telegraphy make the worldwide analogue signal interconnection network. The telephone enables people to talk with each other directly, but the telegraphy needs translators to code semantics at sender side and then to decode it at the receiver side.
The power grid enables on-demand power services through energy transformation. The Internet and World Wide Web make a digital worldwide interconnection network, they initially provide information, transmission, publication and browsing services, and then develop towards information, commercial, education and other Web services.
The interconnection network evolves towards the interconnection environment, where various objects and subjects interact with each other via interconnection semantics. In the future, the signal interconnection network, the digital interconnection network and even the power grid will be integrated together to drive various services and interaction in the environment. The signal network, digital network and energy network fuel and control intelligent machines and enable them to behave with sensation. Human information publication and browse behaviors create the Web structure, and influence its efficiency and security during using. Researchers have made effort to improve its services by adding semantics to the Web [6] . The evolving function and structure of the interconnection environment reflects its service and human influence on the environment. The evolving interconnection environment requires the open interconnection semantics.
THE INTERCONNECTION SEMANTICS
Different from the semantics in natural language and machine language, the interconnection semantics focuses on a pervasive semantics over human readable resources and machineunderstandable semantics, it studies the establishment and operation principle of the semantics in the future interconnection environment [32] .
An interconnection environment involves in semantic space, resource space, and subject space. Subjects can perceive, understand and use semantics in semantic spaces. Human and resources play roles in the subject space to provide intelligent services. Different subjects have different understanding abilities due to their epistemological differences. Figure 5 shows the relationship between the real-world semantics and the interconnection semantics. Subjects of the environment participate in the communities of both the real-world and the interconnection environment. The real-world semantics consists of conception semantics, natural language semantics, mathematical semantics, computing semantics and other domainspecific semantics. The interconnection semantics cannot replace the real-world semantics. It interacts and co-evolves with the development of real-world semantics and supports the interaction between subjects within communities and across communities. View mechanisms can be designed according to different requirements. The epistemological differences of subjects influence their knowledge and abstraction methods.
The understanding basis of the interconnection semantics is its primitive semantics.
A physical network evolves from structure to semantics when nodes are assigned semantics and the ability to process semantics and to interact with each other.
PRIMITIVES
Primitive semantics is the commonsense on:
(1) concepts about time, space, and number based on human sensation and natural phenomenon; and, (2) relationships ! the structure for functioning semantics. For example, is-part-of, cause-effect, is-equal-to, is-type-of, and sequential as defined in [31] .
Classification and fine-classification are the main methods for abstraction.
Many cooperation experiences imply the semantic additivity: multiple authors can collaborate on the same book, multiple artists can cooperatively create the same artifacts, scientists can cooperate on the same topic, programs can be chained in a certain logical and data flows to accomplish a complex function, and different data structures can be integrated in a certain way.
Additivity Principle. Given primitive semantics S and S' as well as primitive binary semantic relation "+", then S+S' is understandable.
Generally, semantics is understandable if it is a primitive semantics or all of its components' semantics is understandable and can be composed by primitive semantic relations.
The additivity principle ensures the meaningfulness of the collection of the semantics externalized by different individuals (e.g., synthesize different ideas from a discussion). It also ensures the openness in the improvement of subjects' semantic ability. A meaningful collection of semantics needs certain integrity constraints.
Semantic Mapping.
Mapping from the resource space into the semantic space assigns semantics to resources. Mapping from the semantic space into the metric space differentiates semantics in metric space. Figure 6 shows a four-dimensional metric space (Precision, Intensity, Aspect, Influence). The precision dimension specifies the preciseness within [0, 1], the intensity dimension compares and evaluates semantics on the semantic partial order, the aspect dimension regulates the semantics among different explanation aspects, and the influence dimension reflects different impacts of semantics within a community. Analogy carries out in the semantic space and fixes the result in the semantic metric space.
Conception Semantics Natural Language Semantics Math Semantics
Computing Semantics Domain-specific semantics
Interconnection Semantic mechanism
Real-world Semantics Interconnection Semantics Figure 6 . Mapping between resource space, semantic space, and semantic metric space.
SEMANTIC INTENSITY AND RULES
Partial order on semantic space differentiates the intensity of semantics. The order also determines a semantic distance between resources that can be used for efficiently locating resources according to semantics. At the same abstraction level, a resource can vary semantics from the weakest to the strongest, so do the semantic relationships between resources. To know the weakest semantics and the strongest semantics in the environment helps subjects to process semantics effectively.
Definition 1. The weakest semantics of resource r, WS(r) is defined by the following items:
(1) If r is primitive (i.e., inseparable), then the weakest semantics is the same as its primitive semantics S(r), i.e.,
WS(r)=S(r).
(2) If r is composed of r 1 and r 2 , then WS(r)=WS(r 1 ) + WS(r 2 ), where + is the weakest semantics that interacts between r 1 and r 2 .
The weakest semantics structures the resource space and holds the basic interconnection functions. The weakest semantic connection between resources enables subjects to access one via the other. The hyperlink is an example of the weakest semantic connection. The stronger semantic relationship inherits the characteristics of the hyperlink.
Definition 2. The strongest semantics of a resource r, SS(r) is defined by the following items: (1) If r is primitive, then SS(r)=S(r), and (2) If r is composed of r 1 and r 2 , then SS(r)=SS(r 1 ) & SS(r 2 ),
where & is the strongest semantic relation that connects SS(r 1 ) with SS(r 2 ). Table 1 summarizes the rules on the intensity of semantics, where the stronger semantic interaction implies the weaker semantic connection. From R4-6
R8 If WS(S)=WS(S'), then S is similar to S'
Equivalence between the weakest semantics implies similarity 
RELATIVE SEMANTICS
A subject has an individual explanation function to externalize and internalize semantics. Different subjects can have different explanation functions or can share the same explanation function. We use S(r)="(r, ISB) to represent that a subject uses explanation function " and a particular ISB to explain the semantics of resource r.
Characteristic. The semantics of resource is understandable by a subject only when it can be explained in the subject's personal semantic space or its community's semantic space.
Characteristic. The difference of ontology, epistemology, knowledge and culture, rather than the explanation mechanisms, makes the major difference of explanations. Characteristic. The semantics externalized by an individual can be internalized by himself / herself / itself and other individuals in the same community sharing ontology and culture.
Characteristic. Additivity: (1) If S(r)="(r, ISB) and S'(r)="(r, ISB'), i.e., subjects use the same explanation function, then S(r)+S'(r)="(r, ISB$ISB');
and, 
Characteristic. "(r!() r', ISB)="(r, ISB)!()"(r', ISB).
Abstraction forms semantic hierarchy, where the high-level semantics has stronger semantics than lower level semantics. Meta-schemas and patterns are forms of abstractions. The interconnection semantics requires more abstraction levels of hierarchy. Although languages can be formal, semi-formal and informal, and can be complex and simple, but common beauty exists behind elegant forms of literature, arts and sciences.
Abstraction Principle. If [S(r)] is the abstraction of S(r)
The Beauty Principle. Natural beauty attracts and impresses observers. Artificial beauty lies in the simple rules in complex objects. Beauty comes from the structure behind scene. Structure is required by function and holds function.
Scientists use simple statements and equations to unveil the law of the natural world and the abstract world. Following the beauty principle, subjects could enjoy both externalization and internalization processes.
Beauty is also in the patterns reflecting well-known artists' style and the experience such as golden cutting principle, the rule of tone, symmetry principle, and the rule of color matching. Beauty is relative, with respect to different culture and society. The beauty principle can be used as the constraint and works with the externalization and internalization of semantics. Making semantics beauty and assigning semantics for beauty are challenge issues of the interconnection semantics.
ARCHITECTURE AND DYNAMIC CLUSTERING OF SEMANTIC SYSTEMS
The open interconnection semantics concerns eight elements: (S, r, ", Op, O, E, K, C), in simple (S, r, ", Op, ISB). For input resource r, the semantic system outputs semantic explanation S (denoted as S(r)="(r, ISB)) by syntax analysis and semantic explanation based on " and ISB. K contains syntax rules, commonsense and domain knowledge. The feedback operation K=K(r, S) updates knowledge by learning from inputs: r and its semantic explanation S. Like human, lack of knowledge about the input leads to empty output. Figure 7 (a) depicts the architecture of the autonomous semantic system. The semantic ability is the ability to improve the explanation ability of the system by enhancing its ISB during work. Semantic systems process semantics and interact with each other through input and output. Figure 7 (b) depicts the interaction ways between semantic systems. Large-scale semantic systems can self-organize into communities of different granularities according to culture and ontology differences. Individual semantic systems live and work in special interest small worlds of these communities. Individual systems dynamically organize into communities to push the evolution of semantics.
The management of peers in a semantic link network consists of the following steps:
(1) Peer-join. The new comer X sends its ISB to Y, which is the candidate set it knows or selected randomly or by broadcast. Peers in Y checks whether X can be their neighbor, then they inform X of "No" or the ISB by comparing their ISB with the ISB of X.
(2) Peer-departure. The peer informs its neighbors of the departure information so that they no longer send queries to it.
(3) Dynamic clustering. Driven by reputation and applications, peers form semantic communities by peer-join and peerdeparture. To keep a sustainable development of semantics in interconnection environment, semantic clustering needs both diversity and homogeneity.
(a) Architecture of autonomous semantic system. The additivity enables semantic inheritance. A new semantics can be generated by adding semantics to existing semantics as:
(S, r, ", ISB) + (*S, *r, *", *ISB)=(S$*S, r $*r, "$*", ISB $*ISB).
PRACTICE IN DEVELOPING DUNHUANG CULTURAL KNOWLEDGE GRID
Dunhuang Cultural Knowledge Grid aims at exploring, exhibiting, protecting and developing ancient Dunhuang cave culture ! the famous world's cultural heritage in the silk road within west China. The Cultural Knowledge Grid uses semantic links to connect the contents of cave artifacts made under different cultural and historical background to form a semantic overlay.
As shown in Figure 8 , the development process is the artifactmediated interaction between the left-hand ancient semantic system and the right-hand modern semantic system. The internalization and externalization of semantics between and within the two semantic systems carries out with the evolution of culture and society. A set of primitive interconnection semantics (semantic links) helps the semantic system develop a semantic overlay for Dunhuang culture. Table 2 lists some basic semantic links we used, where X and Y are semantic templates describing primitive semantics of artifacts. +, + x and + y map semantics into the semantic metric space shown in Figure 5 . Table 2 . Primitive semantic links used in this application.
No.
Abstract Semantic Link Category represented as a semantic matrix SM, where every element is a set of semantic factors, either an atomic semantics or a semantic matrix. Semantic computing carries out by self-multiplication of the semantic matrices SM,SM based on addition on semantic factors [31] .
Cultural researchers and IT professionals can cooperatively explain semantics in images and texts of digital artifacts and establish some semantic links by using the semantic link markup tool. The interconnection semantics can be then enriched by using the reasoning mechanism of the semantic computing model suggested in [31] . Digital artifacts are stored according to semantic relevancy and retrieved in the semantic resource space [31] . Different from ordinary distance spaces, each dimension of the resource space model represents a classification. A coordinate at the axis represents a class. Figure 9 shows The final show integrates the performance of roles with music, voice explanation and subtitles selected from the domain knowledge base according to the topic. Figure 11 depicts the wall-painting explanation and animation processes of our prototyping system. The integration of the semantic link network and the orthogonal classification semantics is the kernel of the system. The explanation mechanism is responsible for explaining and displaying the content of artifacts. Elements in a painting are animated as active roles that can communicate with each other and with people. The underlying peer-to-peer networking architecture is for crosscultural research in worldwide region as researchers on Dunhuang culture distributed globally especially in American, Europe and Asia.
In the near future, people around the world could enjoy the glorious ancient culture ! the content of color-statues and wallpaintings in about 1000 caves with rich content services across the Internet.
Conclusion
The open and autonomous interconnection semantics co-evolves with the interconnection environment. Semantic communities communicate with and learn from each other according to their knowledge, epistemology, ontology and culture. It has the following characteristics:
(1) Relativity ! The understanding and explanation of semantics is relative in nature, and semantics has abstract hierarchy that reflects its diversity in granularity, integrity, consistency and correctness. (2) Systemized ! Semantics is no longer passive and static. It is an active and live system. The openness ensures up-to-date usefulness and sustainable development. 
